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Abstract: The bivariate Bernoulli model was used to estimate covariate parame-
ters for conditional as well as marginal models for the NIDs datasets.The covariate
parameters were estimated by first expressing the proposed model in the exponen-
tial family form, finding the log-likelihood function and then the corresponding
estimating equations. The Nelder Mead method of iteration was used to estimate
the covariate parameters. The research revealed that the bivariate Bernoulli model
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result was same for both artificial and real-life data.
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1. Introduction
In longitudinal studies, outcomes are normally taken from same subjects over

a period of time. In such situations, there is likely to be correlation between
the outcomes. The possibility of correlations between repeated outcomes need
to be taken into account when analyzing such data. Using standard statistical
models and assuming independence for correlated responses may lead to misleading
results particularly, estimation of regression parameters. One therefore, needs a
statistical model that takes the dependence in response variables into consideration.
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To address this problem, many studies have employed the use of marginal models
such as Liang and Zeger (1986) and Molenberghs and Leasaffre (1994). A few
however, employed the use of conditional models, notable among them are Bonney
(1986) and Bonney (1987). However, in all the above studies, it is not easy to
specify the measures of dependence in response variable precisely. Furthermore,
marginal and conditional models proposed by various authors to tackle the problem
of dependence between outcomes may fail to provide efficient population parameter
estimates because they do not specify the dependence of binary outcomes in the
model, hence the introduction of joint modeling by Islam et al.(2012), for bivariate
binary response using both the marginal and conditional models. In this paper; a
follow-up on that of Islam et al. (2012), involving the usefulness of the proposed
model as well as the efficiency of the regression coefficient estimates was investigated
by using an extensive simulation study and an application to real life data.

2. The Bivariate Bernoulli model
In this section, we propose the model based on the marginal-conditional approach
to obtain joint models. In the univariate case, some distributions such as the
binomial, Poisson, negative binomial, hypergeometric, gamma distributions and
normal distributions originated from the Bernoulli distribution. They are gotten
as sums or limits, thereby forming an interrelated family of distributions. (Marshall
and Olkin, 1985)

If (X, Y ) has Bernoulli marginals then (X, Y ) has only four possible values
(0, 0)(0, 1), (1, 0),and(1, 1) . Let

P (X, Y ) = (0, 0) = P00 P (X, Y ) = (0, 1) = P01

P (X, Y ) = (1, 0) = P10 P (X, Y ) = (1, 1) = P11

Islam et al.(2013) initiated the proposed model as follows:
The bivariate Bernoulli distribution for outcomes Y1 and Y2 can be expressed as

P (Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2) = P
(1−y1)(1−y2)
00 P

(1−y1)y2
01 P

y1(1−y2)
10 P y1y2

11 (1)

The bivariate Bernoulli distribution can be expressed in a 2x2 contingency table
as follows:
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Table 3.1: 2 x 2 Contingency table for the bivariate Bernoulli distribu-
tion

Y1
Y2

0 1 Total
0 P00 P01 P (Y1 = 0) = P0+

1 P10 P11 P (Y1 = 1) = P1+

P (Y2 = 0) = P+0 P (Y2 = 1) = P+1 1

The joint probability can be derived from the marginal and conditional and prob-
abilities as:

P (Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2) = P (Y2 = y2, Y1 = y1)P (Y1 = y1) (2)

The bivariate probabilities as a function of covariate X are as follows:

P (Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2|x) = P (Y2 = y2|Y1 = y1;x)P (Y1 = y1|x) (3)

The joint probability mass function in Equation (1) can be demonstrated in terms
of the exponential family for the generalized linear models as:

P (Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2) = exp[(1− y1)(1− y2)logP00 + (1− y1)y2logP01

+y1(1− y2)log10 + y1y2logP11] (4)

= exp[(logP00 − y2logP00 − y1logP00 + y1y2logP00 + y2logP01 − y1y2logP01

+y1logP10 − y1y2logP10 + y1y2logP11] (5)

= exp[(y1logP10 − y1logP00 + y2logP01 − y2logP00 + y1y2logP00 − y1y2P01

−y1y2P10 + y1y2logP11 + logP00)] (6)

P (Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2) = exp

[
y1log

(
P10

P00i

)
+y2log

(
P01

P00i

)
+y1y2log

(
P00P11

P01P10

)
+logP00

]
(7)

Let us consider a sample of size n then the log likelihood function in this case is
given by

l =
n∑
i=1

li =
n∑
i=1

[
y1ilog

(
P10i

P00i

)
+y2ilog

(
P01i

P00i

)
+y1iy2ilog

(
P00iP11i

P01iP10i

)
+logP00i

]
(8)
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It follows that the components of the link function can be denoted as follows:

η0 = (logP00), η1 = log

(
P01

P00

)
, η2 = log

(
P10

P00

)
, η3 = log

(
P00P11

P01P10

)
where η0 is the base line link function,η2 is the link function for Y1 , η1 is the link
function for Y2 and η3 is the link function for dependence between Y1 and Y2.
We have demonstrated the probabilities without function of covariates in the pre-
vious expressions. Now let us consider X = (1, X1, X2, ...., Xp) and x = (1, x1, x2,
..., xp) where X∗ = (1, X1, X2, ...., Xp) and x∗ = (1, x1, x2, ..., xp) are the vector
of covariates and their corresponding covariates values. We can now express the
conditional probabilities in terms of the logit link functions as follows:

P (Y2 = 1/Y1 = 0, x) =
exβ01

1 + exβ01
= π01(x) (9)

P (Y2 = 1/Y1 = 1, x) =
exβ11

1 + exβ11
= π11(x) (10)

P (Y2 = 0/Y1 = 0, x) =
1

1 + exβ01
= π00(x) (11)

P (Y2 = 0/Y1 = 1, x) =
1

1 + exβ11
= π10(x) (12)

where

β01 = (β010, β011, β012, ....., β01p)′ and β11 = (β110, β111, β112, ....., β11p)′

The marginal probabilities are as follows

P (Y1 = 1/X = x) = π1(x) and P (Y1 = 0/X = x) = 1− π1(x) (13)

Now, we assume that

P (Y1 = 1/x) =
exβ1

1 + exβ1
= π1(x) and P (Y1 = 0/x) =

1

1 + exβ1
= 1− π1(x) (14)

where

β1 = (β10, β11, β12, ....., β1p)′
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Also we can write

P01(x) = P (Y2 = 1/Y1 = 0, X = x).P (Y1 = 0/X = x) =
exβ01

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1
,

P00(x) = P (Y2 = 0/Y1 = 0, X = x).P (Y1 = 0/X = x) =
1

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1
,

P11(x) = P (Y2 = 1/Y1 = 1, X = x).P (Y1 = 0/X = x) =
exβ11

1 + exβ11
.
exβ1

1 + exβ1
,

P10(x) = P (Y2 = 0/Y1 = 1, X = x).P (Y1 = 1/X = x) =
1

1 + exβ11
.
exβ1

1 + exβ1

(15)

Now we can show that

η0(x) = In(P00(x)) = In

(
1

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1

)
= In

(
1

1 + exβ01

)
+ In

(
1

1 + exβ1

)

η0(x) = −In(1 + exβ01)− In(1 + exβ1); (16)

η1(x) = In

(
P01(x)

P00(x)

)
= In

(
exβ01

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1
.1 + exβ01 .1 + exβ1

)
η1(x) = xβ01; (17)

η2(x) = In

(
1

1 + exβ11
.exβ1.1 + exβ01

)
η2(x) = In

(
1

1 + exβ11

)
+ Inexβ1 + In(1 + exβ01)

η2(x) = xβ1 + In(1 + exβ01)− In(1 + exβ11); (18)

η3(x) = In

(
P00(x)P11(x)

P01(x)P10(x)

)
= In


(

1

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1
.
exβ11

1 + exβ11
.
exβ1

1 + exβ1

)
(

exβ01

1 + exβ01
.

1

1 + exβ1
.

1

1 + exβ11
.
exβ1

1 + exβ1

)


η3(x) = In

(
exβ11

exβ01

)
η3(x) = x(β11 − β01) (19)
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Which indicates that if there is no association between Y1 and Y2 then this is true
for β01 = β11. β01 and β11 are the estimated covariate coefficients for the condi-
tional logit models ,given covariates X for Y1 = 0 and Y2 = 1 , respectively. The
assumption underlying the covariates is that they are time independent.
We can test for the overall significance of a model using the likelihood ratio test
and the dependence can be examined on the basis of η3.
This study, came out with a method of estimating the parameters .First, substi-
tuting η0(x) ,η1(x) ,η2(x) and η3(x) into the likelihood equation (8) will give us
:

l =
n∑
i=1

li =
n∑
i=1

[
− In(1 + exβ01)− In(1 + exβ1 + y1i(xβ1 + In(1 + exβ01))

−In(1 + exβ11) + y2ixβ01 + y1iy2ix(β11 − β01)
]

(20)

The estimating equations will be

δl

δβ01
=

n∑
i=1

− Xie
Xiβ01

1 + eXiβ01
+
Y1iXie

Xiβ01

1 + eXiβ01
+ Y2iX + Y1iY2iXi, (21)

δl

δβ11
=

n∑
i=1

− Xie
Xiβ11

1 + eXiβ11
+ Y1iY2iXi (22)

δl

δβ1
=

n∑
i=1

− Xie
Xiβ1

1 + eXiβ1
+ Y1iXi (23)

Now, because of the complexity of solving for the estimated values of the parame-
ters, this study adopted the use of the Nelder Mead algorithm. The Nelder Mead
algorithm iterates on a simplex and then replaces the worst simplex.

3. Simulation

In this section, simulation is undertaken to verify the usefulness of the proposed
model.

3.1. Approach

Simulation was undertaken to investigate the usefulness of the bivariate Bernoulli
model. Correlated binary data were generated for simulations, using a technique
suggested by Leisch et al.(1990, cited in Islam et al. 2012, p852) known as ”bindata
package for R.
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Three variables were simulated; two dependent response variables Y1, Y2 and one
covariate, X. Different correlation combinations between the two response vari-
ables and pairwise correlations, that is, their relationship with the covariate, was
considered. Simulation was performed 1000 times with different sample sizes (i.e
20, 50 100,500 and 1000).

In generating the required data for simulation, this study used the following inputs:

(i) Marginal probabilities for X , and Y ,

(ii) ρ, this describes the correlation between the response variables.

Specifically, five different sets of models were generated using different marginal
probability combinations for and as follows ( it is worth stating that the function
rmvbin was used in generating correlated binary data. It required the user to
provide the marginal probabilities whereas the function estimates its own pairwise
probabilities, hence only marginal probabilities were provided):

(i) Low marginal probabilities i.e. (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.1) with ρ = 0.2

(ii) Average marginal probabilities i.e (P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.5) with ρ = −0.3

(iii) A high and a low marginal probability i.e (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.8) with ρ = 0.1

(iv) An average and a low marginal probability i.e (P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.3) with
ρ = 0.3

(v) Above average and below average marginal probabilities i.e (P1 = 0.2, P2 =
0.6) with ρ = 0

The true pairwise correlations between(Y1, X) and (Y2, X) were also shown for each
model
The following were extracted to form one complete table:

(i) the average estimates of the parameters from the models,

(ii) the average values of the proposed tests and total number of p < 0.05,

(iii) the average values of the marginal and conditional models approach and
corresponding number of p < 0.05

(iv) A check on the overall fit of the bivariate Bernouli model, the likelihood ratio
test was employed. The log-likelihood of the conditional and marginal models
were estimated and compared to the log-likelihood of the proposed test.
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3.2. Findings

First, exploratory analysis is done to examine the characteristics of the data simu-
lated .Second, with the same data simulated, the conditional logistic and marginal
model under GEE are thoroughly examined before the proposed model. Finally,
the overall-fit of the proposed model compared to the conditional logistic and the
GEE methods are then critically examined.

3.3. Dependence value based on η3

All but one model had a non- zero value indicating that there exist dependence
between the response variables. The model with marginal probability 0.5 for both
response variables had a dependence value of approximately 0. Sample size 50 for
instance, produced a value of -0.02 whereas sample size of 1000 produced a value of
0.0001.This indicates existence of independence when the data was simulated with
marginal probabilities of 0.5 for both response variables. This is rightly so because
the marginal probabilities chosen to model the data, add up to one (1) meaning
that the pairwise probabilities will be zero, hence the independence.

3.4. Conditional (Y1 = 0)

The fitted conditional model is of the form logit ˆ(π01) = log

(
π̂01

1− π̂01

)
= α̂+ β̂01X

, where π̂01 represents the probability of recording a 0 response at the first mea-
surement and a 1 at the second measurement 1 − π̂01. represents the probability
of not recording a 0 response at the first measurement and a 1 at the second mea-
surement. β̂01 represents the estimated coefficient parameter for covariate X . α̂ is
the value of the logit when the covariate is zero.
The simulation exercise revealed that, with a sample size of 50, only a small percent-
age of the parameter estimates were significant .In addition ,only a small percentage
of the models fit the data well after running the simulation for 1000 times. Since
we are interested in predicting accurate predictions as much as possible, we need a
model that fits the data well enough. A case in point is Model 1 (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.1)
which had only 22% of parameter estimates being significant and 33% of all the
models run fitted the data well.
As the size of the data grew larger, the percentage of significant estimated param-
eter also grew bigger as well as the percentage of models that fitted the data well.
For instance, with a sample size of 500, Model 4 (P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.3) had all its
parameter estimates being significant. Moreover, all the models simulated fitted
the available data well.
In contrast, Model 2 (P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.5) had all estimated parameters being
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significant as well as all models fitting the available data. We must be cautious
not to jump to conclusion here, because it has been established that Model 2
(P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.5) has independent response variables; a possible reason for the
perfect fit is as follows:
When binary data are randomly generated, the covariance of the outcome vari-
ables will follow the binomial model (i.e. two possible outcomes; an occurrence of
an event of interest or non-occurrence) with constant probability. However, when
binary data are not sampled randomly then there is the likelihood that the out-
come variances will not follow the binomial model. An example is picking samples
from clusters, this will result in different probabilities and hence increased variance
compared to variances observed under the binomial model. This phenomenon is
known as over dispersion and the effects are that , the standard errors and the
conclusions might be affected.

3.5. Conditional (Y1 = 1)

The fitted conditional model is of the form logit ˆ(π11) = log

(
π̂11

1− π̂11

)
= α̂+ β̂11X.

Just like the previous conditional case where (Y1 = 0) , as the sample size increased,
the percentage of significant parameter coefficient increased .On the same hand,
the percentage of models that fitted the available data also increased. Model 3
(P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.8) for instance, had only 19% of the models fitting the available
data well but by sample 500 , 94% of all models simulated under the stated marginal
probabilities fitted the data well. The same model had none of the estimated
parameters attaining significance at sample size 50. However, by size 500, 66% of
the estimated parameters were significant.
Model 5 (P1 = 0.2, P2 = 0.6) in general had very low percentage of estimated
parameters and well fit models respectively, irrespective of sample size. At sample
size 50, none of the estimated parameters was significant and only 5% of the models
had a good fit to the simulated data. At sample size 1000, none of the estimated
parameters was significant and none of the models had a good fit.

3.6. Marginal model

The fitted marginal model is of the form logit ˆ(π1) = log

(
π̂1

1− π̂1

)
= α̂ + β̂1X.

With sample size of 50, only Model 3 (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.8) had 14% of its parameter
coefficient not equal to zero(i.e. using the wald test).All other Models had all the
estimated parameter coefficient equal to zero, meaning that they will not serve as
a good predictor model for the available data.
For a sample size of 100, none of the models had a non-zero estimated parame-
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ter coefficient. However, with a sample size 200, Model 1 (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.1)
had 28% of simulated models with a non-zero parameter coefficient, Model 5
(P1 = 0.2, P2 = 0.6) had 14%,all others equaled zero.
For a sample size of 500, none of the models had a non-zero estimated parameter
whereas with a sample size of 1000, only Model 3 (P1 = 0.1, P2 = 0.8) had 29% of
models fitting the available data.
In short, the marginal model was poor at fitting the available data compared to
the conditional model.

3.7. Bivariate Bernoulli model

The Nelder-Mead maximization method was used to estimate the actual parameter
that maximizes the likelihood function. To make it easier for the selection of initial
parameter estimates, the estimates for the conditional and marginal were referred
to as to give an idea of where the best fit parameter might fall.
A more important test was that of the overall fit of proposed model.

3.8. Overall fit of the proposed model

The log likelihoods for the conditional as well as the marginal were calculated and
then compared to the log likelihood of the proposed model. Results showed that
the bivariate Bernoulli model came out as a better model than the rest of the mod-
els.
The likelihood ratio test was employed by comparing the fit of the model of the
proposed model to that of the conditional and marginal models respectively. A
model with more parameters is likely to fit a model better .However, it is impor-
tant to find out whether the right model fits significantly, hence the use of the
test. All tests produced highly significant results i.e. significant at 5% level of
significance, meaning that the proposed model fits better.( See Tables A1 to A5
under Appendix A)

4. Application to real-life data

4.1. Approach

This study illustrated the application to real life data by using data from the Na-
tional Income Dynamics Study (NIDS), a panel study conducted in South Africa.
The panel study takes the personal records of 28,000 South Africans starting 2008
to answer policy and research questions. The data helps to put the spotlight on who
is getting ahead and who is falling behind and what factors might be contributing
to their state. The NIDS data constitute areas such as health, education, labour
market and birth history. Two periods were chosen for this study 2008 representing
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Wave 1 and 2011 representing Wave 2.The datasets generated and analysed dur-
ing the current study are available via “http://www.nids.uct.ac.za/nids-data/data-
access”.

This study focused on the employment status of persons selected for the exercise.
The binary response variable measured therefore, was whether an individual was
employed at the time of visit. Specifically, (Not employed=0, Employed=1).

Covariates chosen for this exercise include:

(i) Sex of respondent ( Male= 0, Female=1)

(ii) Ever been to school (No =0,Yes =1 ) and

(iii) Age (17-25 years =0, 26-51years = 1)

The covariates chosen were tested to find out whether there is significant impact
for conditional, marginal and joint models.Extracts done included finding out the
number of persons who had

(i) Not been employed for the two periods,

(ii) not been employed in the first period but employed in the second period,

(iii) been employed in the first period but not in the second

In this section, real-life data was used to examine the usefulness of the proposed
model. First, exploratory analysis was conducted.All the models were examined
under the same dataset and the overall fit of the proposed model was also exam-
ined. The study went ahead to estimate parameters for all the models under study
and compared results.
Table 5.1: Transition counts and respective probabilities on the employ-
ment status for the two periods

Wave 2
Transition count Transition probability

Wave
1

0 1 Total 0 1 Total

0 4132 707 4839 0.8539 0.1461 1.000

1 1442 1559 3001 0.4805 0.5195 1.000
Dependence value = 1.84
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Table 5.1 displays the transition counts and probabilities on the employment status
of persons for the two periods. It is evident that 85.4% of persons between the ages
of 17 and 51 interviewed remained unemployed whereas 14.6% gained employment
by the second period. Moreover, within the same period, 48.1% moved from being
employed to not being employed whereas 52% remained employed.
Dependence value based on η3
Dependence value of 1.84 clearly indicating dependence between the response vari-
ables i.e employment status at the two periods.
Table 5.2a: Fitted models using data from data from NIDS: Traditional
models

4.3. Traditional models
Table 5.2a provides the following details:

4.3.1. Marginal model-GEE

Using the marginal model , all three covariates were significant , meaning that they
contribute significantly to the state of employment status.

The fitted marginal model is of the form logit ˆ(π1) = log

(
π̂1

1− π̂1

)
= 1.012 −
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1.429age + 0.589edu − 740sex , where π̂1 represents the estimated probability of
recording a employed response at the second measurement. 1 − π̂1 represents the
estimated probability of not recording an employed response at the second mea-
surement. The estimated intercept is 1.012 representing the estimated logit when
age=0,edu=0 and sex=0. This means that the respondent had no age group, no
sex and no educational status which does not really make sense in this particular
study. The estimated coefficient for the variable age is -1.429 meaning that for
respondents who are in age range 17-25 versus those in the age bracket 26-51years,
the expected change in the log odds is 1.429,given that education and sex stays
constant.
In terms of probabilities, the probability of an individual in the 17-25 year group
to be employed at the time of the second visit will be 2.366/(1+2.366) = 0.70 and
that of an individual in the age group 26-51 years will be 0.30.
All three covariates were significant at 5% level of significance indicating that if
the same sample were run for 100 times, 95 of them will have all three estimated
coefficients being significant.
The interpretation for education status and sex of the respondents was left undone,
since that is not the main objective for this study.

4.3.2. Conditional model (Y1 = 1)

Given that a respondent at the first time of visit was employed, only two of the
covariates produced significant values, i.e age and sex. In other words, only age
and sex had significant impact on the probability of being employed at the second
time of visit given that a respondent was initially employed.

The fitted marginal model is of the form logit ˆ(π11) = log

(
π̂11

1− π̂11

)
= 2.517 −

0.750age+ 0.026edu− 0.310sex, where π̂11 represents the estimated probability of
recording an “employed ” response at the second measurement, given that the first
response recorded “employed ” and 1− π̂11 represents the estimated probability of
not recording an “employed ” response at the second measurement . The estimated
intercept is 2.517 representing the estimated logit when age=0,edu=0 and sex=0.
The estimated coefficient for the variable age is -0.750 meaning that for respon-
dents who are in age range 17-25 versus those in the age bracket 26-51years, the
expected change in the log odds is 0.750,given that education and sex is constant.
In probability terms, the probability of an individual in the 17-25 year group to be
employed at the time of the second visit will be 9.327/(1+9.327) =0.90 and that
of an individual in the age group 26-51 years will be 0.10.

4.3.3. Conditional model (Y1 = 0)
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Given that the respondent was unemployed at the first time of visit, the fitted model

will be logit ˆ(π01) = log

(
π̂01

1− π̂01

)
= −4.115−0.069age+0.826edu+0.043sex.This

time, only the variable education turned out be to be significant. π̂01 represents the
estimated probability of recording an employed response at the second measure-
ment, given that the first response recorded “unemployed ”.1− π̂01 represents the
estimated probability of not recording “employed ” response at the second mea-
surement, given that the first response recorded “unemployed ”.
The estimated coefficient for the variable education is 0.826 .Also the odds of the
group that had never being to school is exp (-4.115-0.069-0.043) = 0.014. This
means that the group that had never been to school are 0.01 more likely to em-
ployed or the probability of the group that had never been to school to be employed
will be (0.014/1+0.014) = 0.01

4.4. Generalized bivariate Bernoulli model

Unifying the marginal and conditional probabilities into a joint distribution as
specified by the generalized bivariate Bernoulli model, we can estimate parameters
by conditioning on the initial response or using the marginal model. Table 5.2b
provides the following:

4.4.1. Marginal

The fitted logistic model is logit ˆ(π1) = log

(
π̂1

1− π̂1

)
= −0.55−4.892age+4.663edu−

3.250sex.The estimated population parameters follow the usual interpretation as
stated under the traditional models. All the estimated population parameters were
significant with corresponding very small standard errors.
On the odds ratio scale, the odds for a 17-25 year group to be employed is exp
(-0.55+4.663-3.250) = 2.370 which means that the persons in the 17-25 year group
are 2.37 times more likely to be employed at the second visit than the age group
26-51.
The probability of an individual in the 17-25 year group to be employed at the
time of the second visit will be 2.37/ (1+2.37) = 0.70 and that of age group 26-51
years will be 0.30.

4.4.2. Conditional model (Y1 = 0)

Given that a respondent was employed at the first time of visit, the fitted model

will be logit ˆ(π11) = log

(
π̂11

1− π̂11

)
= 0.11− 0.851age+ 1.186edu− 0.954sex.Again,

all the estimated parameters were significant with very small standard errors and
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the estimated population parameters follow the usual interpretation.

4.4.3. Conditional model (Y1 = 1)

Given that a respondent was unemployed at the first time of visit, then by the gen-

eralized Bernoulli model,the logistic model will be logit ˆ(π01) = log

(
π̂01

1− π̂01

)
=

0.07− 0.2887age+ 0.7805edu− 0.4651sex.
All the estimated parameters were close to zero.

4.4.4. Overall fit of the model

Even though the proposed model produced estimated parameters with small very
small errors it is necessarily to find out how good the proposed model fits the
available data in comparison with the traditional methods. The likelihood ratio
test showed that the generalized bivariate Bernoulli model fits the available data
significantly better at 5% level of significance than the traditional methods.

Table 5.3 shows that the probabilities for the traditional as well as the proposed
model were generally similar, but first, under the marginal models, the GEE esti-
mated that the probability of a male employed at the second time of visit will be
0.54 whereas the proposed model estimated a probability of 0.69.
Second, given that a respondent was employed at the first time of study, the con-
ditional logistic model estimated the probability of a male employed at the second
time of visit to be 0.86 whereas the proposed model estimated 0.64.

5. Results and discussion

Key findings from the simulation as well as the application to real life exercise are
discussed in this section.

5.1. Dependence
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The simulation study revealed also that the measure of dependence (η3) which was
derived from the bivariate Bernoulli model was able to identify independence be-
tween two response variables when independent response variables were simulated.
This is an added plus to the use of the proposed model because it helps to confirm
dependence or otherwise of response variables before further tests are carried out.

5.2. Investigation of the traditional models

In this investigation, the marginal model, which represents the probability of ob-
taining an occurrence of interest with no conditionality to previous responses and
the conditional model which says that the probability of an event occurring de-
pends on the previous state of employment status were examined.
The simulation exercise revealed that the conditional models fitted the available
data far better than the marginal. This finding is not so surprising because taking
into consideration the response in an initial investigation before taking the second
response (or saying the probability of an event is conditional on a past response)
is likely to result in a better finding than disregarding the first responses.
The measure used to find out how well a model fits the available data is the Wald
test. The Wald test determines if the estimated coefficients are simultaneously
equal to zero, against at least one estimated coefficient not being zero.

5.3. The Bivariate Bernoulli model

The model proposed for this study unified the marginal and conditional models
into one model. This resulted in a joint model which was then used to estimate
probabilities. The good thing about this model is that its distribution is uniquely
identified. Hence, finding the likelihood function was straight forward compared
to the traditional marginal model which does not employ the use of a known dis-
tribution but rather uses the probabilities of success and their correlations of the
vector of binary responses.

5.3.1. Parameter estimates

All the parameter estimates produced were significant under the bivariate Bernoulli
model. This does not in any way prove that the model is good, but it means is
that the covariates selected for this study have an impact on the probability of the
response variable.

5.3.2. Comparison of results

All three covariates had significant impact under the GEE marginal model and the
bivariate Bernoulli model. However, only some of the covariates had significant
impact when the conditional logistic models were used.
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Specifically, age and sex significantly impacted the employment status when the
probability of being employed was conditioned on the respondent being employed at
the first time of visit. Also, only education significantly impacted the employment
status when the probability of being employed was conditioned on the respondent
not being employed at the first time of visit.

In some cases, there seem to be differences in results; for instance, in the probabil-
ity of being employed at the second time of visit. Under the GEE marginal model,
whereas the probability of male getting employed in the second time of visit was
0.54, the bivariate Bernoulli estimated the probability to be 0.69.

5.3.3. Structure of models

It is also important to note that the GEE uses various correlation structures such
as “independence ”, “unstructured́’, “exchangeable ” and “user defined ” to esti-
mate covariate coefficients. This might lead to inadequate results because a joint
modelling approach is not used. The joint modelling provides explicitly the distri-
bution for the available data, they enhance the fit of the data and hence enhance
the efficiency of parameter estimates. This study has shown that with the use of
the proposed model, all three covariates have significant impact on the probability
of the response variable, irrespective of whether there was conditioning or not .

In conclusion, this study has shown that the bivariate Bernoulli model fits bivari-
ate binary response data significantly better than the GEE marginal model and
the conditional logistic models.
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